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• Launch into Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
(nominal orbit 1,600 km @ 28.50 ) 
• Confirm nuclear safe orbit (by ground skin track radar) 
• Start up TOPAZ 2 reactor (by ground command 
• Evaluate performance of reactor and spacecraft bus 
• Begin electric propulsion orbit raising; 
spiral out with thrust vector parallel to velocity vector 
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NEP Space Test Program Goals 
Primary Goals 
• 11Amonstrate The Feasibility Of Launching A Space Nuclear 
r System In The United S+~+_L'O> 
• Demonstrate An Orbit Adjust Capability Using Nuclea 
Electric Propulsion 
• Evaluate The In-Orbit Performance Of The Topaz II Reactor 
And Selected Electric Thrusters 
, ~nd Model The NEP Self-Induced 
Secondary Goal 
• Conduct A Space Science/Engineering Mission Compatible 
With The PrimarY Mission Reauip4ftU"~~ 
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KeyFac 
The Topaz 11 system consists of three prineJ 
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fluidic systems 




















































































































EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SPACECRAFT GLOW 
OPERATIONS DURING FOUR ORBITER DARKNESS PERIODS IS DESIRED, ATLO EARTH ORBIT (LEO). 1WO CIRCULAR ORBITS «140 NM) AND TWO ELLIPTIC ORBITS (Wl'm PERIGEE -90 NM) ARE DESIRED. IT IS REQUESTED THAT FOR THE lWO ELLIPTICAL ORBITS, PERIGEE BE TARGETED FOR THE SUNRISE TERMINATOR. TIlE INTENT IS TO MAKE MEASUREMENTS ON THE SHADOW PORTION OF TIlE ORBIT, TO OBSERVE 1HE EFFECT OF TIlE A1MOSPHERIC DENSITY CHANGE (WITI1 ALTnUDE) ON SPACECRAFT GLOW. 
ELLIPTICAL ORBrr GEOMETRY 
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ORBITS 
-4 SHADOW PERIODS IN LOW EARm ORBIT (LEO) 
-2 ORBITS CIRCULAR 
-ALTITUDE <140 NM 
-2 ORBITS ELLIPTICAL, PERIGEE 90 NM (OR AS LOW AS POSSIBLE) 
·PERIGEE AT ORBI1ER SUNRISE 
-A TIITUDES PRIMARIL YWITH BAY TO RAM WITII TIIERMAL 
CONDmONING 
OPERATIONS 
-GROUND ACTIVATION OF ·POWERmmRMAL 
·UPLINK COMMANDS .TO PREP EXPERIMENT 
·DOWNLINK DATA S-BAND (SAMPLE) AND KU BANI? (ALL DATA) W 
TAPE RECORDER BACKUP . 
-TAPE RECORDER PLAYBACKS ON ORBIT PLANNED 
-HANDHELD CAMERA OPERATED BY CREW 
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